Elastic Path Commerce
for B2B

Elastic Path Commerce for B2B gives businesses the ability to extend commerce to all facets of their organization.
Easily handle the staggering complexity of multiple products, services, stores, geographies, channels, suppliers and
distributors on a single platform, while personalizing the journey for each organization and buyer.

KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGES
LONGSTANDING ANALOG
RELATIONSHIPS

MANAGING COMPLEX
PURCHASE FLOWS

B2B buyers expect sellers to know what their service level
agreements entail, including negotiated pricing and order
history, and often this information is not part of the digital
buying experience. Elastic Path delivers B2B capabilities
that allow businesses to set up account-specific buying
experiences for each customer.

Buyers have more choices available to them than ever.
Businesses that don’t meet customer expectations of
personalized and contextualized offers risk losing their longterm relationships. Elastic Path digitizes complex purchase
flows, while shifting the sales team from order-taking to
nurturing customer relationships and increasing their value.

DRIVING GROWTH AND
EFFICIENCY GLOBALLY

DISCONNECTED LEGACY
SYSTEMS

Managing global expansion can be daunting due to a long
list of local requirements and supply chain complexities
in each country. Elastic Path is proven to power global
commerce strategies by configuring the system to meet
country- and buyer-specific requirements.

Sales reps often need to access several different systems to
complete a single transaction. Elastic Path equips users with
the ability to transact globally and automate manual tasks.

STAYING AHEAD OF THE
CURVE
Legacy applications and organizational silos prevent
companies from taking advantage of new technologies
and customer touchpoints. The Elastic Path platform
empowers businesses to rapidly experiment with and
implement changes without disruption. No need to rip and
replace.
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ELASTIC PATH COMMERCE FOR B2B:
BECOME A CUSTOMER-CENTRIC COMMERCE POWERHOUSE
Elastic Path Commerce for B2B delivers a set of capabilities and tools that empower businesses to manage complex account-specific buyer
experiences on a single platform.

CORE COMMERCE
•

•

•

Gain all core commerce capabilities out-of-thebox: Catalog management, organizational structure,
search and browse, pricing, promotions, bundling,
merchandising, order administration, cart and checkout,
CSR management, reporting, and more
Model complex pricing domains: Deliver the ultimate
B2B buying experience using flexible pricing models,
including subscription and usage pricing
Manage complex product catalogs: Import and
consolidate supplier catalogs and model compound,
configurable products and bundles

•

Configure sophisticated organizational structures:
Administrators on the buyer side can add new buyers,
set purchase limits, and conduct other self-care
account management functions

•

Commerce-enable the Internet of Things: Get the
machines to monitor themselves, order their own
replacement parts, and schedule their own service
calls. Buyers can integrate this process into their
purchase approval flows

•

•

•

Recommend purchases: Leverage artificial intelligence
in the Merchandising API to surface product and
service recommendations from integrated systems
based on who the buyers are, where they are,
what they’re doing, who they work for, and their
organizational role
Set up flexible payments: Use Elastic Path’s Payment
API to support multiple payment gateways and different
payment methods, flows and processes. Easily set up
promotions with recurring prices and discount periods
tailored to each buyer
Go global: Easily configure product catalogs,
currencies and languages to support new geographies

TECHNOLOGY
•

Cortex Layer: Enable your developers to create a simple
front-end experience for sales reps and their customers

•

API-First: Set up Elastic Path with any custom layer,
content management system or digital experience
platform and extend commerce beyond the web to virtual
assistants, wearables, and point of sale systems

•

Customization Architecture: Capitalize on Elastic Path’s
unique capability to isolate all custom work and transfer it
during migration to a new version of the commerce system

•

Cloud Services: Run Elastic Path in the cloud through
public or private deployments on Amazon Web Services
and Microsoft Azure

KEY BENEFITS
•

Tailor the shopping experience to organizations and to
individuals within them

•

Automate manual order entry, quoting, customer price
lists, catalogs, and order replenishments

•

Configure all workflows and the business logic behind
them for each buyer

•

Enable complex agreements, rate plans, subscriptions,
membership pricing, tiered pricing, and negotiated
pricing

•

Bring all suppliers and distributors onto one global
platform

•

Lower customer acquisition costs and transact 24/7

•

Future-proof your business with a flexible and fluid
commerce environment

Defining the future of digital commerce, Elastic Path develops the world’s most sophisticated API-first enterprise commerce platform. The company’s
flagship product, Elastic Path® Commerce, has helped the world’s top brands generate over $60 billion in over 170 countries. Customers from industries
as diverse as travel, telecoms, publishing, software, and retail enjoy the benefits of a flexible, open architecture that drives brand-defining customer
experiences, facilitates business agility, and eliminates sales channel silos. Elastic Path is a private company based in Vancouver, Canada with sales offices
in the UK and US.
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